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The modem theory of superconductivity,based upon the BCS to Bose-Einstein transition,
is applied to the periodic table of the elements, in order to isolate the essential features of
high temperature superconductivity and to predict its occurrence within the periodic table.
It is predicted that Sodium-Ammonia, Sodium Zinc Phosphide and Bismuth (I) Iodide are
promising materials for experimental explorations of high temperature superconductivity.
Introduction
The purpose of this talk is to bring to the attention of the experimental community
some recent theoretical results of modem superconductivity theory, in a mannerwhich is
understandable to those not well versed in the mathematicaland physical machineryof this
modem day theory. I will begin by explaining in simple, rather naive terms, the essential
nature of the modem theory of high temperature superconductivity,which is regarded as a
crossover transition theory between the BCS theory of the cooperative Cooper pairing of
high-density, weakly-coupled, wide-band electrons, and the formation and Bose-Einstein
condensation of low-density, strongly-coupled, narrow-band bipolarons, which is now
commonly referred to as the Ogg-Schafi'oth theory of superconductivity [1-4]. I will then
describe to the experimentalist what this new theory predicts concerning the properties of
a typical high temperature superconductor, and I will present several likely candidates for
materials which are predicted to satisfy those requirements. I will also present a brief but
thorough reference list to the theoretical and experimental literature, for those who may
wish to pursue an endeavor which I believe will ultimately lead to practical and efficient
high and/or near room temperature superconductivity, at the device and product levels.
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There is nothing mysterious about high temperature superconductors. The only
mysterious thing about theories of high temperature superconductivity are the theorists
themselves. It has been said, and not unkindly, that there are as many theories of high
temperature superconductivity as there are theorists, that superconductivity theorists do
not read one another's papers, that they don't perform experiments and that they never
make predictions. Fortunately, they do occasionally publish papers, and many of them are
quite good reading. I think the major problem with these theories of high temperature
superconductivity is that, as with the theorist, they are usually over-specialized.What we
need then, is to identify the most general theory of high temperature superconductivity,
which contains the many other theories as special cases, so as not to refute any one theory,
thereby offending the theorist. This is precisely what I have done, and in doing so I have
obtained a very good theory of high temperature superconductivity, not my own, which is
evidentlycapable of making predictions, which are, in theory, experimentallyverifiable.
This new theory of superconductivity is the BCS to Bose-Einstein transition theory
and the high temperature superconductivity appears in the crossover regime between these
two extremes of this spectrum. The ultimate predictions we would like to make with this
theory, are the specific compounds and crystal structures which would ideallydemonstrate
this wonderful and interesting phenomenon of high temperature superconductivity. If the
realization of room temperature superconductivity is ever to come about, we must move
beyond the notion that the heavy metal/alkalineearth/copper oxide/layersare the ultimate
manifestation of the concept of high temperature superconductivity. We must think boldly.
It does not suiiice to perform endless experimentswith no theoretical understanding of the
basic phenomena, nor does it make sense to create individual theorieswhich are incapable
of making predictions, and are not experimentallyverifiable. To truly know about high
temperature superconductivity,we must be at one with the periodic table of the elements.
The appeal of the BCS to Bose-Einstein transition theory lies in its simplicityand
elegance, and also its ability to give exact results in the BCS and Bose-Einstein extremes,
as well as meaningful results in the crossover regime. It also pays tribute to its predecessor
in that it lends credibility to the originalOgg-Schafroth theory of superconductivity, yet
the generalization of the BCS wavefunction is still equallyvalid in both extreme limits.It is
only in this crossover regime, dominated by fluctuations, and ultimately,phase separation,
where the application of Migdal's theorem becomes invalid [5], and the bipolaroniceffects
become dominant.This is precisely the regime we are interested in, where charge, spin and
mass degrees of freedom couple in extraordinary ways, producing the enhanced electron
lattice interactions, creating what we now know as high temperature superconductivity.
The ability of this theory to yield useful predictions lies in the fact that, while this theory
encompasses a continuum of models from one extreme to the other, we now know that
the occurrence of superconductivity in the crossover regime involves only electron pairs,
and thus the application of this theory to the periodic table of the elements in this regime,
requires that the model be discrete within the ionic lattice, up to the correlation length. As
we shall see, this implies that severe constraints exist on the geometry and composition of
the lattice, and thus, this greatly simplifiesthe choosing of the elements for the optimum
superconducting effect. By process of eliminationthen, we quickly arrive at the results.
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Resu/
The experimentalresultswhich verifiedthe BCS to Bose-Einsteintransitiontheory
as the correct approximationof the thermodynamicdescriptionof superconductivitywas
the now famousUemura plot [6]. It was well known at thattime that these materialswere
extremetype II superconductorswith extremely short correlationlengths,and bythis time
the early theoretical results were in place [7-11], but it was the Uemura group's elegant
measurementsof the energyscalesand penetrationdepths,and the graphical interpretation
of those results, that had such a profound impacton the theoreticalwork in the crossover
regime [12-21], and even they were able to correctly point in the fight direction at that
time [22,32]. The model of this theory has evolved to such a high degree of simplicityin
the one-dimensionalform, that it is nothingless thanbeautiful[23-29]. We now haveeven
a more vivid confirmationof the essentialenhancementof the electron lattice interactionin
the crossover regime, in the form of the simpleand degant simulationsdoneby the Egami
group [30-31], and they also are pointing againin the right direction.If there ever was a
smokinggun, thenthis is it. There is no questionthatthe BCS to Bose-Einstein transition
theory is the approximatethermodynamicdescriptionof superconductivity,independentof
any specific pairing interactions, and the enhancementof the electron-lattice interaction by
the strong electron/ion correlations within the crossover regime is the essential mechanism
responsible for the phenomenon of high temperature superconductivity, as we know it.
The crossover regime is less amenable to theoretical treatment than the extremes,
however, and to gain a useful understanding we must again revert to our models, which
ultimately have to be verified by experiment. The models come in a variety of forms, but
one of the most easilyunderstood forms is the boson-fermion model [32-36], which is also
referred to as the bipolaronic two-component model, and the induced pairing model. The
motivation for this model is rather simple. Although the continuum theory, for which the
one dimensionalexample is exact, predicts a continuous transition fromthe fermionicBCS
extreme through the bosonic Bose-Einstein extreme, within the crossover regime it is
paradoxical, because we must consider the discreteness of the constituent electron pairs.
Thus, the only way to satisfy this discreteness condition is to acknowledge that both pair
breaking and pair formation interactions are in direct competition with each other. It is
precisely this knowledge, coupled with the short correlation lengths and modified energy
scales, which allows us to make useful predictions, for not only are the individualelectron
pairs discrete, but so are the ions which comprise the lattice. Thus, we are able to use the
theory as a useful guide in measuring the electron-lattice interaction and coupling strength,
and furthermore, we can use dimensionalityconsiderations as a guide to crystal structure.
The theory itself is exact in one dimension [29], and we are now finding that the
theory is, in certain respects, analytic in the limit of infinitedimensions [37-44], and these
results also applyto the various models. Of course, the dimensionsof interest are 2 and 3,
[45-47] and these dimensionsmay be regarded as analogous to the crossover regime. The
analysiswillbe restricted, however, to the one dimensionalcase, as this is the simplest,but
more to the point, we can construct higher dimensions from the lower dimensionalcases,
and we know the essential BCS singularityis not unique to the two-dimensional case [24].
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The modeling of the BCS to Bose-Einstein transition theory in one dimensionis
straightforward[29]. The essentialparametershereare simplythe correlationlengthof the
pairs, and the average interparticleseparation, determinedby the numberdensity.It is the
ratio of the correlation length to the average interparticlespacing, which determinesthe
energyvalue of the couplingconstant, and when this ratio approachesunity,we can then
applythe discretenesscondition,and derivethe strengthof the electron-latticeinteraction
in relative(dimensionless)units. If critical transitiontemperaturecorrelatesdirectlywith
the electron-lattice interactionstrength,then the only parametersof the problemare the
correlation length andnumberdensity, and these are obviouslydiscrete in the crossover.
The only furthercomplication (or restriction)to this problem,is in the crossoverregime.
By definition,thereare two components,bosons and fermions,each presumablywiththeir
own correlationlengths and numberdensities.But sincethe ratio of the correlation length
to the interparticlespacing is close to unity, thenthese values are relatedby the coupling
strength,which scales proportionalto that ratio. Thus, the complicationis a simplification
and it is then rathereasy to derive a finite numberof discrete possible configurations,
determinedby the relativeelectron-latticeinteractionstrength,which also scales discretely
in the crossover. In real 0aipolaronic)systemsthese will correspondto on-site, inter-site,
and next-nearest-neighborinteractions,also referredto as the microscopiccoherencecells.
It is the discretenessof the ionic lattice which simplifiesthe problemand makes the
analysispossible. Since the electrons are nearly localized, then eitherthey are localized,
andthus correlated, or they are not localized, but have a finitecorrelation length,which is
measuredin units of the lattice constant. Either way, there are only a finite numberof
possibilities,when the correlationlengthis short. Thus,it is easy to see that the crossover
transition,correspondingto a ratio of exactlyunity, representsthe maximumdensitythat a
bosonic system can remainpurely bosonic, and the minimumdensity that a fermionic
system can remain purely fermionlc, and that this density is directly proportional to the
interactionstrength[14], and clearly favors the symmetricformationand/ordissociationof
electron pairs, over the units of the lattice constant. The only other parameter is density,
and this is what Uemurahasbeen tellingus all along. Thereis nothingmysteriousaboutit.
Therefore,since crossovertransitionis equivalentto Bose-Einstein condensation,
thendensityof the electronpairs is the primaryenhancerof criticaltransitiontemperature.
In orderto increase this density, we must reducethe correlation length, and enhance the
electron-lattice interaction,whateverthe cost. The cost is great for higherand higherTc's.
As we might expect, the restrictionsimplied by the discretenessof the ionic lattice also
implythat the critical transitiontemperatureswill also scale discretely,and the numberof
compoundsand crystal structureswhich are able to satisfy the severe constraintsimplied
by the discretenessconditionwill become fewerand feweras Tc's climbhigherand higher.
In fact, unless the charge carder concentrationvaries continuouslyacross the transition,
we would expect that triplingand doublingbehaviorof the Tc'swould be observedin the
crossoverregion,and this is what is observed.Ultimately,at the maximumtheoreticalT_,
competitionfrom charge, spin and mass density fluctuationswould become so extreme,
that the ability of the superconductingground state to overcomethese fluctuationswould
finallyfail, leadingto densitydisproportionationand/or a liquid-gasphase separation[48].
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Conclusions
We can now proceed with the application of the BCS to Bose-Einstein transition
theory of superconductivity, to the periodic table of the elements, to enable us to predict
the nature and occurrence of high temperature superconductivity within the periodic table.
As I have stated earlier,we proceed initiallyby process of elimination,as we already know
a great deal about most of the elements and compounds comprising the periodic table. We
will use previous experimental evidence in the literature as our guide, but we now know
that what we are looking for is something very new, or something previously overlooked,
otherwise the cuprates are indeed the final word on high temperature superconductivity,
and this exercise will have been in vain. We must understand that, since these materials are
in the fluctuation regime when they are in the crossover region, and that the density is the
fundamental parameter, then any element or compound may be forced into this behavior,
merely by expanding or contracting the lattice [49]. What we are looking for, are materials
which induce the largest reorganization of charge, spin or mass, with the smallestvariation
of the lattice density, that is, materials with the largest electron-lattice interaction strength,
which is still less than, or equal to, the disproportionation energy of the lattice [50-52].
The first thing we realize is that most of the existing forms of high temperature
superconductivity are not exactly on the crossover transition, because their correlation
lengths are severaltimes their interparticle spacing, or their interpartiele spacingis several
times their interatomic spacing, and they need to be doped into superconductivity. Thus,
there is some room for improvement. It is also obvious that the cuprates are on the BCS
side of the transition, that is, the boson/fermion ratio is asymmetricin favor of fermions,
and the bismuthates are clearly on the Bose-Einstein side of the transition, asymmetricin
favor of the bosons. We observe that the cuprates favor two-dimensional spinfluctuations,
and that the bismuthates favor three-dimensional charge fluctuations. Given the fact that,
other than To, the superconducting properties of the cuprates are poor, and except for To,
the superconducting properties of the bismuthates are excellent, while their density of
states at the fermi level is rather low, then it is obvious that the bismuthates need to be
examinedmuch more closely, for possible Tc improvement, and this is what I have done.
We understand that when a materialis exactly on the crossover transition, then it is
either an antiferrornaguetic insulator, if it is linear, or it is a spin singlet superconductor.
Another possibility,which has been previously overlooked, is that it may be a diamagnetic
insulator, if it is disproportionated, but not actually phase separated. An example of this
would be the mixed-valance compounds. In fact, as we now consider the ions within the
same theory as the electrons, then a variety of situations emerge, most of which involve
ionic pairing states and the geometry of the lattice. Thus, we would expect that, within the
crossover regime, pairing states would be extremely sensitive to geometry of the lattice,
and that the optimum (extreme) fluctuation states, exactly at crossover transition, would
occur when the lattice geometry is metastable, but constrained, by the conditions imposed
upon it. Since these pairing states are indeedfluctuating, then the geometry must be linear.
And, in fact, we do observe that the highest critical transition temperatures are obtained,
when the cuprate layers are exactly flat, and when the bismuthate lattice is precisely cubic.
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We also observe that high temperature superconductivity is often associated with
lattice phase transitions, and that these phase transitions occur, not in the superconducting
phases, but at their boundaries. It would be easy to imagine that these phase transitions
have no relationshipat allwith the superconducting phases, but the evidence now suggests
that these transitions occur at the boundaries of the superconducting phases, precisely
because the effect of the superconductivity is to defeat or frustrate these phase transitions.
Thus, the theory predicts that at the exact point of crossover transition, at the maximum
theoretical To, a phase transition from a diamagnetic or antiferromagneticinsulating state,
directly into the singlet superconducting state would be observed, independent of doping,
and that this transition would be strongly dependent upon density. Thus, the condition of
maximumtheoretical Tc is a cusp-like phenomenon, and we would expect that, although
every element or compound within the periodic table is intrinsicallycapableof entering the
maximum fluctuating state, only one compound is capable of sustaining that state as the
highest temperature superconducting state, for any configuration ofbosons and fermions.
High temperature superconductivity is a two-component phenomenon involving
pairs of electrons and ions within a discrete lattice. When we approach the periodic table
of the elements in search of new and better forms of high temperature superconductivity,
we can immediatelyrule out the vast areas inhabitedby the metals and intermetallicalloys,
because they display the traditional BCS form of superconductivity.Likewise, we can also
disregard low density materials, as their criticaltransition temperatures are much too low.
This includes the semiconductor materials which exist along the diagonal metalloid band.
The BCS to Bose-Einstein transition theory of superconductivity distinctly predicts that
anionic metals, which are on the borderline between ionic, metallic and covalent bonding,
are the best possible choices for investigation. We can precisely predict, with this simple
theory, that the materials most favorable for this behavior would be multi-valent or mixed
valence metal-anion compounds of the highest possible density, which span the metalloid
band, perpendicular to it but not on it. The experimentalcommunityhas so far investigated
the metal oxides, sulfides, fullerides and borides. The only part of the periodictable which
has not been previously considered viable materialfor high temperature superconductivity,
are alkali-metal and group V-halide salts, and these are precisely the type of materials and
compounds which this theory actuallypredicts, as having the optimum high Tc properties.
There are also only a handfulof distinct and discrete methods of moving across the
metal-insulator transition occurring at the crossover transition, at maximumtheoretical To.
One method would be to take a high densityfermionicmetal and then continuously reduce
the density, until the pairinginteraction at the crossover transition sets in. There is now no
question that this is precisely what occurs in Sodium-Ammoniasolutions, and this was the
originalmotivation for Ogg's experimentalinvestigations of this system. Another method
would be to take a low density bosonic insulator, and continuously increase the density of
the bosons, until metallicbehavior sets in at the crossover transition. It is my fundamental
thesis that this occurs in the bismuth iodide system, and sincewe are dealing with discrete
bosons at the outset, the theory predicts that the exact nature of the transformation is from
the diamagnetic insulating state, to the singlet superconducting state, which is necessarily
manifested by a polymericmixed-valance to £c.c. Bismuth (I) Iodide phase transition [64].
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The metal ammoniasolutionshave been around for a long time, and like the high
temperaturesuperconductors,they havebeen extremelyresistantto theoreticaldescription
withinthe crossover regime [53-57]. The relationshipbetweenbismuthiodideand sodium
ammoniasolutions, on the other hand, has been previously overlooked, even though the
moltensalt chemistshaveknown thatthere are many similaritiesintheir behavior,and the
Russians have been for manyyears predictingthat this systemwould exhibitpreciselythis
type of behavior [58-61]. If the sodium-ammoniais regarded as a continuous,low density
fermionic systemand the bismuth-iodideis seen as a discrete,high densitybosonic system,
thentheory predictsthat,at maximumtheoreticalTo, we would expect to find an optimum
mixed boson-fermionsystem, which would scale across the metalinsulatortransition in a
discrete andcontinuousmannermidwaybetween sodium-ammoniaand bismuth(I) iodide.
And, in fact, we findthat the Russians are againobservingthat zinc phosphideappears to
displaythese same bosonic pairingstates [60-61]. It is only necessaryto add fermionsto
this system, in order to induce this materialinto the crossover regime, and alkalimetal is
obviouslyanidealway to do this.Sodium Zinc Phosphide is thusanentirelynew system.
As we move awayfromthe metal insulatortransitionand maximumtheoreticalTo,
which occurs along the metalloidbandwithinthe periodictable, more ionic configurations
become possible,and this is where I believe thewell known exotic superconductorsreside.
At maximumtheoretical T_, it is the phase separationand disproportionationof the ionic
lattice which must be overcome to produce the high temperature superconductivity.As
this temperaturedecreases,it is expected that less extreme methodsof disproportionation
would occur and I expect that the organizationof the cupratesinto two-dimensionallayers
is one example of this behavior. On the other hand, as this temperature increases, then
extreme methods of control mustbe imposeduponthe lattice to preventphase separation,
and force these materials into the high temperaturesuperconductingstate. I believe that
selective chemicaloxidationis one methodof accomplishingthis, and that reports of high
temperature,high currentconductivityin oxidizedpolypropyleneand sodium-ammoniaare
a demonstrationof this phenomenon.In fact, if the role of oxygen and hydrogenis seen as
the primarymechanismof oxidationand reduction reactions, and the concept of metallic,
superfluidhydrogen is consideredvalid,thenit is only a small stepto controlledoxidation
and reductionreactionsin a superconductingenvironment,at quantumunit efficiency,and
a superconducting,sodium-basedCastnerdry cell mightbe one resultof this technique.
I will concludeby giving a vision of thingsto come. I havelearneda great deal by
the applicationof this BCS to Bose-Einstein transitiontheory of superconductivityto the
periodictableof the elements,muchmore than I could describein this short presentation.
I believe we are on the verge of a revolutionin solid state and condensedmatterphysics,
and thatthis theory unequivocallypredictsthe existenceof an entirelynew class of high
temperaturesuperconductors- the inorganicmetal-salt solutions.I also believe that these
materialsare muchmore than simplybetter high temperature superconductors.There are
deep relationshipsbetween the physicsand chemistryof these materials,and the periodic
table, and the existence of the liquid-gasphase separationsand non-linearinteractions,
indicatingthatthese materialsare more efficientand environmentallyfriendlyalternatives
to thetraditionalphysical,chemicaland mechanicaldeviceswhichnow dominateour lives.
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I openly admit that there is no new science in this report. I have only made an
unbiased and common sense application of what appears to be a very good theory of
superconductivity, to the periodic table of the elements, based upon the totality of the
theoretical and experimentalevidence. In this respect, my references are incomplete, thus,
I apologize for any omissions from the list. Since it is presently beyond my immediate
capability to carry through the experimental chemistry required to confirm or refute these
results, the purpose of this report is to inform those of you who may wish to pursue this
endeavor. It is now up to the experimentalcommunity to attempt to confirm or refute the
specific predictions this theory is able to make. If this theory is correct, and I have yet to
uncover any clear evidence to the contrary, while the competing models have all been
shown to be generalizableby this theory [62-64], the results should truly be spectacular.
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